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TIGERS TO OPEN 1924 FOOTBALL SEASON
ON RIGGS FIELD AGAINST ELON COLLEGE
Opening Line-Up Not Known Yet.
Good Game Expected—Elon
Team Light But Fast
With prospects for one of the
greatest Clemson seasons of recent
years, the 1924 football program
will get under way Saturday afternoon when Elon will oppose Clemson in the opening game of the
season. The contest will start at
3 P. M., and admission will be
$1.50, no reserved seats.
As the Tigers begin their final
work of preliminary training before the clash with Elon College,
the race still continues hot among
various candidates for the vacant
berths on the team.
No announcement has been mada
by the coaches as to who will
play on the varsity eleven, and
no such announcement will be
made until the hour of battle
Saturday afternoon. Up to that
time all the candidates will still
have a chance, and they are expected to put out all they have
throughout this week in the attempt to make the opening lineup.
Coach "Bud" Saunders, when
asked by this correspondent when
he would .announce a probable
line-up for the first game said
"I'll announce the line-up just
before the game starts. Until that
time I won't even know myself
who will start."
According to the Tiger mentor,
a great many factors enter into
the selection, of the eleven JungaleeTs who carry the Purple and
Gold onto the playing field. Up
to the very last minute those
factors may change, and the players' condition on the day of the
game
enters largely
into the
choice. For these reasons Coach
"Bud" makes
it an invariable
policy not to announce any lineup as probable until he tells the
men to trot on the field.
With no official word to be
forthcoming until Saturday, the
greatest matter of interest to the
camp followers of the Tiger during this week will be the contest
among the various men for the
open positions.
Of course the positions considered
open are
quarterback,
center, and an end. But in reality every position on the Clemson team is open, though it seems
practically certain that the veterans whom popular opinion considers members of the team will
be at their places when the first
whistle blows Saturday.
Practice Rained Out
Rain usually does not stop foothall practice, and throughout last
week the
Tigers
worked
out
either in the rain or on a wet
sloppy field. But Saturday the
(Continued on, page 3)

SENIOR DANCE TO
8E FRIDAY NIGHT
Over One Hundred Boys Sign Up for
Dance—New Gymn to be Scene
of First Hop of the Season
Preparations are about complete
for the opening dance of the season which is to be given Friday
night by the Senior Dancing Club.
Under the direction of the officers
of the club, the plans have been
worked out to the smallest detail
with the aim in view to give the
cadets the best dance they have
ever had and for a lower admission price.
This
decrease
in
admission
necessitates such actions as may
be required to keep out visitors
out of the dance hall unless they
are either members of the faculty
or alumni of
the college.
All
others must pay the regular admission as paid by the cadets.
The dance is to be held in the
big gm, and the committee in
charge of the decorations, consistingof: Eddie
Talbert,
John
Batson, Cecil Kirby, George Phifer,
and Carl Faires; have been trying to make this large edifice
resemble the pard of the King
of the Forrests. And they have
put it over in fine style, because
it certainly is a close ressemblance. Colored lights will add
much to the attractive design.
The
reception committee
has
placed all the girls, and now calls
on all the boys to visit the hostess of your girl and thank her
for her kindness. This committee
eonsisits of the
following men:
"Ickey" Friar, Lewis Smith, Tommy Blount, Joe Lyons, and Henry
Clarke.
The club promises a fine dance,
and every oadet is urged to take
advantage of this chance for a
good time.
—J. B. C.

REV. L. C. IIBSON
TO LEATCGLEMSON
Baptist
Pastor
Has
Accepted
Church In Georgia—Cadets feel
. -. Their Loss
The Corps of Cadets, as well as
the members of the campus, is
very sorry indeed to learn that
Reverend L. C. Gibson, Pastor of
the Baptist Church, has accepted
a call
to Tocoa,
Georgia. Reverend Gisbson came to Clemson
last fall. During his short stay
here he has been a good friend
as well as a good pastor to the
(Continued on page 5)
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IT'S UP TO YOU
A great Tiger Team is beingmolded on Riggs Field. That
team will be out to win games for
Clemson, and will give their every
ounce of energy and power to put
the Purple and Gold on top.
But for each of those eleven
men, battling on the field, there
must be 100 Tigers backing him
loyally from the grand-stands—
1100 roaring Tigers standing
firmly behind the 11 fighting Tigers on the gridiron.
To serve the team best, each
man of the 1100 must train himself in yelling and practice the
songs and cheers of Clemson. The
place to train for backing the
teams is at the pep meetings.
Were you at the pep meeting
Tueday night?
Are you going to be at the next
one?
—W. W. B.

SCHED1LE ARRAHGED
RUBS
Two Games Already Billed—Two
Others Prospective—Good Trips
The Clemson second team, that
body, better known to the football world as the scrubs, which
absorbs a vast quantity of knocks
from the varsity and receives little glory
in return,
will fare
somewhat better this season.
Two games have already been
scheduled for them, and there is
a possibility of one or two more
being arranged. The arranging of
these contest will give the hardworking scrubs incentive in the
form of games with outside teams
and enjoyable trips in addition to
their frequent scrimmages with
the varsity.
The games already billed for the
scrubs are with Piedmont College,
at Demorest, Ga., on October 18,
and with North Georgia Agricultural College, at Hartwell, Ga., on
November 8. A game with Asheville High School may be billed
for November 22.
The authorities are anxious to
secure a game with the Furman
scrubs, and the Pickens County
Fair officals wanted the game to
be played in Pickens on October
18. That was impossible for Clemson. as the Tigers are then in
the midst of strenuous preparations for the State Pair game
with Carolina. It is hoped, however, that some date and place
can be settled on for a game with
the Furman second-string.
W. W. B.
AIDS DIGESTION
Clerk—Well, madam,
did the
corn plasters give you any relief?
Old Lady—Can't say they did.
I only took one and that was os
tough
I could hardy chew it.
—Ohio Sun Dial.
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TIEER FRESHMAN - ELEVEN HAS GOOD
SCHEDULE OF GAMES; THREE GOOD TRIPS
S0PH0M0IE CLAS
ORGANIZES! MILLING
IS MADE PRESIIENT
O'dell Is Elected Vice President
—Ritchie And Brown Complete
Roll Of Sophomore Officers
The Sophomore
Class met in
chapel Thursday evening to choose
the men who will direct the destinies of the calss for this year.
There was a large number of the
class in attendance
and careful
attention was shown business of
electing officers.
The Sophomores use judgment in
all their elections of officers. The officers elected were J. A. Milling, President; W. R. O'Dell, vice President;
B. R. Richie, Secretary and Treasurer; W. C. Brown, Historian.
Milling, the choice of the class
for president, is a man who will
be fully capable of the duty and
responsibility entrusted to him.
Besides being a good student, he is
popular with all his classmates and
with all the men of the corps
and an excellent baseball player as he demonstrated on the
"rat" team last year.
O'dell, the Vice- president, is u
man who is capable and well
liked, a good scholar and a pole
vaulter
renown.
He holds the
state high school record for this
event. As he is eligible for either
collegiate compelition this year he
should make a name for himself.
Richey, who holds the position
of Secretary and Treasurer, is a
good student, a good fellow and
one well liked. He should be a
man fully able to carry on the
work assigned to him.
' Brown,
the
Historian,
is a
"Block E" man. His stand in
class last year and this year was
far about the average. We congratulate the class on their choice
of him.
The whole Sophomore class is
to praised on the able and efficient men in whom they have
chosen as their leaders.
—G. W. G.

Both Home Games and Trips on
Program
RAT FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Oct. 18 University of S. C. 'at
Columbia
Oct. 25
Davidson at Davidson.
Nov. 8 P. C. at Clemson
Nov. 15 Furman at Greenville
Nov. 22 Wofford at Clemson
"Fight 'em Cubs" ! ! !
The cubs are struggling strenuously to cinch their places on the
first eleven. But very few players have been able to rise abov°
the heads of their comrades in
the gallant art of "pounding the
pig-skin." However, due to earnest endeavor on the managers part,
those who
make the
coveted
squad will be well rewarded by
an excellent schedule.
Very little dope has been available on the other freshman teams
of the state, but we are sure
that some are going to put up
a scrap for the state banner. The
Gamecocks are reputed to have ti
good team but things look like
we'll have a "chicken-fry" about
October 18. Everyone was a trifle
disappointed in the results that
last years 'Rat'
team acheived
although we
realized that fight
wasn't lacking. Although we believe "its not whether you won
or lost that counts—but how you
played the game," we're counting on being content for two
reasons this season.
But to get away from such
memories of by gone days and to
catch the true Tiger fighing spirit
lets remember
Grant and Rice's
words.
"We've got our bumps where it
hurt the most,
As we dug for the Grand Old
Alibi;
Or we've charged
head down
through the broken host
With never a turn for an ola
pal's cry;
We've floundered through many a
baggy stew
But old Doc Tempus has done
his part.
He has slipped us a leaf that is
clean and new.
So here's a chance for another
start."
E. W. C.

ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
Fine Arts, Art Students League of
ADDS NEW MAN TO FACULTY N. Y., L'Ecole des Beaux Arts, New
York School of Fine and Applied
Prof. Maurice Seigler has been Arts, and Tiffany Foundation of
added to the faculty of the En- New York. He has also painted a
gineering department at Clemson. number of portraits, professionally,
Prof. Seigler will teach freehand and mural paintings, and has ilstories
for
McClures,
drawing in engineering courses and lustrated
will also have charge of Architectu- Magazine and others. He served as
a private in the Medical Department
ral freehand and life drawing.
Clemson is fortunate in securing of the U. S. Army during the
the services of a man of Mr. Seig- World War.
Mr. Seigler is a native of New
lers experience. He atteded Temple
University, Pennsylvania Academy of York City, and comes to Clemson
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THE CLEMSON SPIRIT
Before
the coming of "Doc"
Stewart to Clemson about four years
ago the spirit of the Clemson student body was far below the average found at all of the Southern
schools. With the advent of the
jovial "Doc" the spirit of our
school rose by leaps and bounds.
Almost overnight Clemson acquired
the reputation of having a student
body that backed its teams to the
limit winning or losing.
Since that memorable year the
spirit has stuck, and though the
founder of it has gone, his successor
has carried on, and the spirit has
gained. Last season our teams were
carried along on a spirit of enthusiam that knew no bounds. Now,
we stand at the threshold of a
new year and a new season. Are
we going to keep up the spirit?
Are we going to live up to our
new reputation? If we are, Men of
Clemson we must get the pep and
the Tiger spirit that is the foundation of successful athletic teams.
Attend every pep meeting, back the
fooball team every day at practice, and let's have a student body
on the sidelines Saturday that will
inspire our football team with a
spirit of "My All for Clemson.
—E. L. S.
A HOSTESS HOUSE
Next to that for a new Gym,
Clemson's greatest need in the way
of new buildings is a hostess house.
At prseent it is only through the
kindness and courtesy of the ladies
of the campus that dances are
possible here, for there is no other
way of placing visiting girls who
come up for the dances.
The ladies have always been more
than accommodating in having girls
placed at their homes, but it is
an imposition, oftentimes, and this
kindness of the ladies is seldom
appreciated as much as it should be.
The dances are getting larger
each year and soon it will be almost impossible to place all the
visiting girls at
homes on the

campus. At present some of the
homes hold five or six visitors,
and it is necessary that a hostess
house be built or bought that will
take care of the greater number
of Clemson's fair visitors.
An attractive house of rustic design could be built and furnished
at a cost of six or seven thousand
dollars. At first thought this seems
a stupendous sum, but by hard
work on the part of the student
body, and especially the dancing
clubs this sum could be raised. If
the college authorities would permit such a fee of only a few dollars being charged each man
entering
Clemson,
this
alone
would .build and furnish a house
in just a few years.
What do you, the students of
Clemson who have girls up for
dances think of this plan for a
hostess house? Talk it up and let's
get something done. The Clemson
student body CAN do anything it
wants to, so why not set you hearts
on a hostess house and HAVE ONE.
—E. C. D.
THE CREED OF A COLLEGE
MAN
I shall make friends, and epecially
with those who have a high purpose
to serve and a determination to
equip themselves for service, and I
shall strive always to increase my
capacity for friendship and widen
my circle of friends, realizing that
my helpfulness to others may not
exceed the extent of my good will.
I shall acquire
manners from
gentleman who possess the Christian virtues in order that I may
be able to present myself acceptably to the world, or to that part
of it in which I am to serve, that
the difficulties in the way of my
intellectual growth and material
success may not be increased by
crudeness of manner and coarseness of conduct.
I shall cultivate a respect for
law and order and shall support
an orderly government based on
right and justice, realizing that the
safety of organized society depends
upon a generous co-operation of all
its parts, and that the widest individual freedom is possible only
when protected by just laws. Whereever defects in government offend
I shall seek legitimate ways of
correcting them, but shall denounc?
mob law as the enemy to social
welfare.
I shall give myself up with generous enthusiasm, at properly selected intervals, to wholesome recreation and legitimate amusements,
believing that the spirit within can
be refreshened and the joy of working can be increased thereby.
I shall form proper habits of
work that I may apply myself with
the least possible danger to my nervous system, for I believe the physical and the intellectual parts may
be so disciplined as to become the
ready and willing servants of my
worthy desires; and that my capacity for work may be greatly enlarged through properly acquired
habits without danger to myself and
with increasing joy in the largest
service that I may render.
I shall maintain a strong and
positive purpose as agulde to conduct, for I believe that spirtual or
psychological defects may be overcome and that success in life may
be attained just to the extent that
my purpose, supported by sincere
desires and an unfaltering determination, is worked out through
some vocation which is the best
expression of my ideals. To this
end I shall seek knowledge, character and skill that my power may
be adequate to my desires.
By C. E. Brooks
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TIGER

The other Classes are very glad
to see that the Freshman Cless
has started off in the right way.
Now keep the right spirit all the
way through.
It is up to every
member of the Class to cooperSeven Men To leave For Dairy ate with the officers in every
"Bus" Rowland and Jack Law are
Show—Trip Made Saturday To way possible.
New Junior Pep Organizers
Ware Shoals.
—H. L.T.

ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
ELECTS CHEER LEADERS

SENIOR DAIRYMEN
PREPARE FOR TRIP

Seven of the nine Senior dairymen, accompanied by Professor
LaMaster,
will
leave
Thursday
morning for Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
to attend the International Dairy
Show to be held Sept. 26—Oct. 7
They will be gone ten days, and
will visit several large dairy farms
along their route besides attending the International Dairy Show.
The seven men who will make
the trip are as follows: K. M.
Mace, G. E. Hawkins, F. C. McLees, W. F. Welch, W. A. Hambright, H. W. Rodgers, and W. C.
Huffman. From these men a judging team of three men with one
alternate will be picked to represent Clemson.
All these men got some excellent practice Saturday in judging
the herd of ninety-four Guernseys
owned by the Ware Shoals Manufacturing Co.
of
Ware Shoals.
This experience put the finishing
touches on their strenuous course
of practice judging, and should
leave them in fine shape to compete with the thirty teams from
the greatest agricultural colleges
of the United States.
—K. B. S.

ARCHITECTS POT PEP
INT00R3ANIZATION
Plans Are Made To Bring Society
Out Of Inactivity—Officers Are
Elected For Year

The Architectural Society again
resumed its activities at a meeting of the Architects last Thursday evening. The society has been
practically
inactive
for over a
year, due to the energetic or unenergetic
Seniors of last
years
class. But new resolutions were
resolved, and meetings are to be
held twice
a month,
including
occasional "feeds."
The
following
officers
were
elected for this session: M. B.
Kirton,
president;
J. E. Cudd,
vice-president; W. A. Cox secretary and treasurer;
D. C. Ayers
and D. F. DeYoung publicity men.
At each
meeting, it has
been
planned to have illustrated lectures on noteworthy architectural
slides. The professor's of the department are to participate in the
society activities. A new addition
has been made to the architectural
department,
Mr.
Maurice
Sieger, who is to be instructor of
free hand drawing and coloring.
Mr. Sieger is a graduate of the
University of Pennsylvania,
and
won a scholarship for a course
Leon Chandler Eleced President
abroad. The other members of the
Honor System Unanimously
department
are Prof.
Lee and
Adopted
Prof. Allen.
—D. C. A.
The members of the Freshman
class assembled in chapel an Monday night for their first class
meeting.
The purpose
of this
meeting was to elect officers and
vote on the Honor System. The
Freshman
have
had
sufficient
time in which to pick out the men The Columbian Holds Large Meetwho are best suited for the differing— New Members Join—
ent offices.
They have
elected
Prospects Bright
men who have the ability to make
good leaders so now it is left
The Columbian Literary Society,
entirely with them.
the oldest and the best at Clemson
Leon Chandler, a graduate of
held its second meeting of the
Sumter
High,
was
fortunate
year on last Friday night. A very
enough to have the honor of beout. Everyone on the program was
ing President of the class of '28.
present and all of the numbers
In Leon they have a man who is
showed a great deal of preparawell suited for the position.
tion. The program consisted of an
"Bud" Eskew, a memjber of
orator, Mr. L. L. Bell, two delast year's graduating class from
claimers, Mr. T. A. Bonner, and
Greenville High, was elected ViveMr. F. L. Cary, reader, Mr. R. H.
President. Although the duties of
Smith, and Mr. L. B. Blakeney as
this office are limited, "Bud" will
humorist.
The debate
Resolved
do his share in leading the prethat all forms of hazing should
sent Freshman class to a better
be abandoned at Clemson" was
and a greater Clemson.
warmly contested by the affirmaThe office
of Secretary
and
tive, Mr. B. B. Gillespie and Mr.
Treasurer requires a great deal
F. C. Jennings, and the negative,
of time and work. Frank Manning
Mr. K. B. Sanders and Mr. C. J.
of Columbia High seemed to be
McGrew. To tell the good points
the very man for the place. He
of each number would take too
is capable of taking care of his
much time for they were all fine.
end of the work.
All of Blakeney's jokes, himself
K. P. Dozier had the honor of included of course, were well sebeing elected Class Historian. This lected. In the debate a number
Freshman comes from Rock Hill. of points both pro and con were
He should make a very able man presented. The judges decided in
for this office.
favor of the negative. These are
The Honor Spstem was voted on the kinds of meetings which make
and unimously
adopted.
For Literary
Societies worth
while.
four consecutive years the Honor Fellow Columbians lets have more
System has been adopted. It now of them new men give us a
becomes a part of the college. trial.
This was .one of the most import—S. L. G.
ant transactions that took place

CUSS OF 1928
ORGANIZES FOR YEAR

COLUMBIAN ENJOY:
PROFITABLE MEETING

The Athletic Association held its
second meeting of
the 1924-25
session in chapel last evening at
6:30. Most of the cadets were
present.
The meeting
was not
wholy a
business meeting.
Tho
band gave several selections which
were followed by quite a number
yells. There were
several new
yells tried out and proved very
good.
The meeting was called to order
by Capt. T. E. May, President of
the Association. The first business
brought up was the election of
two cheer leaders from the junior class,
to
succeed
"Buck"
Spearman last year. "Bus" J. R.
Rowland and "Jack," J. M. Law
were elected. We believe that "Bus"
and "Jack" will make very able
cheer-leaders.
Prof Henry next made a few
announcements
concerning
tha
games to be played here this fall.
He said that we were to have three
of our
biggest games
on the
campus this fall. He mentioned
the P. C, V. P. I., and the Furman games. He asked the student
body to cooperate with him in
getting the arrangements ready for
these games. He also asked the
cadets to assist them in getting
the seats placed on the new concrete foundations, which are being
put down, onRiggs Field. He said
that he would need ushers and
tickets sellers for all the games,
and asked the cadets to assist him
on all these accasion, especially the
V. P. I. and Furman garmes.
He next suggested that we have
a reception committee, chosen from
the Senior class, to aid the manager in meeting the visiting teams.
The suggestion was put in the
form of a motion and unanimously
passed. The committee is to consist
of three members, to appointed.
Capt. May also made a few remarks on the reception committee
He said that a school is judged
largely by the way that it receives and entertains its visiting
teams.
Prof Henry next brought up the
question of seating the corps at
the games. He said that another
section of seats would have to be
selected as the
field would be
turned at right angles to the way
it was last year. It was suggested
that a committee be appointed to
confer with Prof Henry concerning
the matter. A motion was made
and passed that the three officers
of the Black "C" Club act as
the committee in the matter.
Capt. May then urged all men
who had
drawn foofball
equipment and who did not intend going out any more, to turn it in
to the manager, as there were
some men out who were not fully
equipped.
The meeting then adjourned
after going several snappy yells.
J. C. F.
His Repertoire
He was very quiet during th,first part of the dinner, and everyone forgot that he was there. As
dessert was being served, however,
the host told a story.
When he had finished and the
laugher had ceased, his little son
exclaimed delightedly:
"Now, Father, tell the one."
—Weekly Telegraph (London).
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about 11,.000, there will be choice
TO OPEN
1924 FOOTBALL SEASON seats for everyone at the opening game.
(Continued from page 1)
Elon has been very much of an
down-pour continued to such an unknown
quantity
around this
extent that lower end of the field section, and a great deal of inwas practically inundated, and the terest is rife in the question of
Players
Players
Position
boys were given a day of rest. whether they will give the Tigers
Half-backs
Martin
Jones
As a substitute for the regular a good battle or not.
Timmerman Dozier
work, the squad assembled in a
Accoring to information just reEskew
Full-back
Chandler
lecture room, and had a long ceived from the Elon coach by
Mealing
Manning
Quarter
session of "skull practice." All A. H. Sloan, of Sloan brothers,
Harvey
Speaors
Guards
through the season
the squad for use of their athletic bulletin
Askew
Potts
Tackles
meets at night for blackboard board, the Elon team will averBearden
Holmes
sessions in which they study the age about 155 pounds in weight,
Robinson Military Organization Of Council
Green
Ends
grid game as carefully as they
Trogdon Secures Efficient Results—Valu- do their most important subject the team being light but rather
Libscomb
fast. The line will average about
able Work Carried Out By
of college work, and the coaches 160 and the backfield about 140.
Members
consider the "skull session" a
Captain J. C. Whitesell, weight
very important
feature
of the 175, will probably
play tackle.
The
Friendship
Council,
as season's training.
Braxton,
the
center,
is
said to be
organized by H. E. Robinson asPew Injuries
an unusually good man, and Harsistant secretary of the Y. M. C.
The Clemson squad has been rell, halfback, a good punter will
last year, is organized somewhat
unusually
fortunate this year in match his kicking ability against
Prof. Gardner Supervises Excursion on a military basis. The President
i
the
almost
total absence of ma- the famed toe-work
of Captain
of the "Y", B. W. Freeland is
Of Some Fifteen Men—Visits
! jor injuries
from the
squad. Charlie Robinson of the Clemson
lite
Colonel
and
at
the
head
of
Made To Extensive Orchards
the whole thing. Just under him ' Naturally the accustomed quota of team.
And Packing Houses.
A squad of 22 Elon men will
are the
Majors, the
Recording ! bruises, cuts, and chariey-horses
j
has
been
apparent,
but
not
a
single
make
the trip to Clemson. This
For the past two or three years Secretary, S. W. Henry and the
i injury of importance has been re- squad will likely include. Browne,
Vice
President,
T.
J.
Hart.
Each
the seniors
majoring
in Hortiported yet.
R. Browne, Deans, Beougher, and
culture have made a visit some- Major has several Captains under
Proper training and condition- Alexander, Ends; Whitesell, Cardtime during the apple season +o him. These Captains are the memj
ing
has great deal to do with the well, and Farmer, tackles; McCornelia, Georgia to see the apple bers of the Friendship Council. I
Donald, Williams,
and
I
presence
of injuries from
the Cauley
orchards
and
packing
houses Each Captain picks ten Freshmen
Jones, centers; Kirkland, Harrell,
squad.
As
an
example
of
this
that
he
wants
to
be
a
friend
to.
there. Friday, September 19, Proguards;
Braxton and
It is the object of the Friend- the coaches point to the differ- Swanson,
fessor Gardner carried the HortiElder,
Alexander,
Richardson,
Byrd,
ence
between
the
varsity
and
the
cultural section and J. N. Todd ship Council to try to be friends
Hainer,
and
Parkerson,
backs.
freshman
squads
on
this
point.
to inminoring in horticulture down to to the Freshmen and try
This squad is not a final selecCornelia. The ones making this terest them in the religious af- The "rats", not seasoned with
tion, and may be changed after
trip were
P. D. Stoney,
D. E. fairs at school. Most of these men experience and knowledge of the
Elon plays Davidson Saturday.
proper
way
to
play
and
the
best
Smith, E. H. Talbert, T. H. Clarke, have been in the habit of going
A successful season was enjoymethods
of
caring
for
their
physiG. L. Jones, C. B. King, L. G. to Sunday School and taking part
ed by Elon last year. They held
ques,
have
experienced
a
long
in
other
religious
affairs
at
home,
Causey, J. T. Stevens, A. G. Shankcasualties which
are Wake Forest to a 9 to 6 score,
lin, E. W. Brockman, T. E. Mc- friends up here. If their first string a
the week before Wake Forest beat
keeping
many
stars
on
the
sideare with
boys who
Leod, J. N. Tood, E. Sanders, friendships
N.
C. State. Victories were scored
lines.
T. J. Hart and Professor M. E. do not take part in religious afover
Hampden-Sidney, E'mory and
On
the
other
hand
the
varsity
Gardner. We went down on num- fairs, they will soon cease to take
Henry, Lynchburg, and Gilford.
squad,
knowing
what
to
do
and
interest
in
them
themselves.
The
ber 29, getting to Cornelia about
The Elon record last year was:
ten o'clock. There we were met Council men try to see that each how' to do it, is practically free
Elon
0 Davidson 19
from
trouble
on
this
score.
Reis asked
to Sunday
by Mr. Staight, one of the largest Freshman
6 King 55
Elon
membering
the
string
of
accidents
Morning
Watch,
Bible
and most successful apple grow- School,
Elon
3 Lynchburg 0
which
handicapped
some
recent
Clesses,
and
every
other
religious
ers in the State of Georgia. We
waited around Cornelia until a few affairs on the campus. They are Clemson teams, the Tiger support- Elon 12 Hampden-Sidney 7
6 Emory&Henry 0
Fords could get there to carry also willing to help the new boys ers are hoping fervently that the Elon
0
Trinity 39
Elon
present
freedom
from
injury
will
ups around to the different orch- in their school work and any other
Elon
6 Gilford 0
remain
with
the
squad
all
season.
troubles that might have if it is
ards and packing houses.
Elon
5 Wake Forest 9
Work for Elon
We first went to Mr. Staight's within the power of the Council
Coach
F. B. Corboy, of the Elon
Elon
College,
first
opponent
of
orchard
about three
miles out men.
team,
has
been in charge of Elon
the
Tiger,
small
and
comparativefrom
Cornelia.
There we were
The Council tries to meet even
for
four
years.
He was a backly
unknown
institution
though
it
shown an orchard of nine hundred other Saturday night.
At these
field
man
in
his
college days at
trees from which Mr. Staight said meetings, we discuss what is to is, not being considered a joke
the
University
of
Pittsburg and
he expected to get between 8,000 be done and how we will go about or simply a practice game by the
Muhlenburg
College.
Clemson
team.
Realizing
that
the
and 9,000 bushels of apples. There- doing it. If there is anything that
W. W. B.
have a fast
was one tree in the orchard that comes up in between these meet- little college will
had forty bushels on it last year. ings the Colonel knows about it i1 team, seasoned by a game with
Mr. Staight was willing to tell us and he tells the Majors, then the Davidson, and primed for Clemson,
anything
we wanted
to know Majors tell the Captains. In this the coaches and players are preabout the care and handling of way no one man has an over | paring for a real contest Saturday,i and will not be caught napping
the orchard. He told us all about amount of work to do.
' or over-confident.
the handling of the trees from the
Officers Elected For Coming SesBesides the regular working of
Hard work will be the order
time they were set out until they the Council there is a social side
sion—Batson Roche, And BagI throughout this week, with sevewere full grown.
well are Made Presidents of
to it. At some time during the
After we had looked over that year the Council meets and en- ■ ral scrimmages likely to appear on
The Last Three Terms.
orchard
we went on
back to joys a churn of ice cream or some j the program, and il will be a
well-prepared Tiger eleven which
Cornelia. It was then about twelve other goods things to eat.
The
Calhoun Literary Society
will
trot down the north steps held its regular weekly meeting
o'clock and as Todd seemed to be
I of Riggs Field and onto the grid- last Friday night in the society
rather hungry we decided to get
NEW- YELLS
I iron
Saturday afternoon
at 3 hall on the third floor of the
dinner before we went anywhere
"Good nite Furman"
else. Mr. Staight met us again at Good
nite Furman,
Good nite I o'clock amid the lust roaring of main building. J. P. Batson, vicethe Tiger student body, turned president for the
one-thirty and we went out to
first quarter,
Furman
out for the first taste of the presided at the meeting.
the Balwin packing house, one Old Clemson is going to win.
autumn pastime.
of the largest in Georgia. There
Although a regular program was
Officials Selected
we followed the apples from the
Tiger team is going to win.
planned for the occasion, it was
Officials for the Clemson-Elon voted to lay aside this order and
time they were bought to the
Going to win, going to win;
tootball game which will open take up the election of officers.
packing ' house until they were
Tiger team is going to win
the 19 24 grid season here well The president for the second, third,
loaded in the refrigerator car. Out
Going to win to-day
be as follows: Lindsey Moore, of and fourth quarters respectively
there every one was willing to
Washington
and Lee,
referee; are: T. G. Roche. J. P. Batson,
Whistle-Boom
answer any
questions
that
we
W. Dickson Foster, of Hampden- and J. C. Bagwell. S. F. Wells
Tiger
would ask.
| Sidney, former University of South was elected secretary of the society
After we had seen everything
Whistel-Boom
• Carolina coach, umpire, and Eichel- and J. P. Howie was honored by
Team
that was to be seen in that house
, berger, former P. C. star, lineman. his fellow
Fight tiger, Fight team,
we got in the cars and went
members
by being
The
contest, giving
Clemson elected
over to Clarksville to look over the
Fight, Fight, Fight,
corresponding
secretary.
!
fans their first taste of the aupacking house there. This one was
The Calhoun Society has indeed
Ray! Ray! Ray!
tumn pastime, will begin at 3 shown
not quite as large as the first
excellent judgement
in
Rah! Rah! Rah!
P. M. next Saturday afternoon. the election of their officers, and
one we saw.
Clemson Tigers
Admission will be 11.50 .to any with such capable leaders as those
When we got back to Cornelia
Team! Team! Team!
seat in the grandstand. No seats mentioned above we expect an exMr. Roper, the president of the
Clemson Rac-Rac-Team
Cooperative Marketing Association
will be reserved, but with the cellent record for
the ensuing
Repeat in cadence
gave us a very good talk
on
Riggs Field capacity increased to year.

TIGER GIBS NOT SO BEAUTIFUL
BUT THEY PLAY REAL FOOTBALL
Every Position Contested to Keenly
That Even the Coaches Don't
Know Names of All Players

t

»-

It tfnight be well said of the
Cubs that "Charms -strike the
sight but merit wins the soul."
Personally
we wouldn't
award
any honors for pulchritude to the
young Tigers, but if merit wins
the sole, then kindly page a
shoe-repairer. Due to the unusual
amount of good material present
the coaches are facing an extremely
difficult
task.
Every
position is so fought and clawed
over by so many good men that
it is bewildering to try to pick
even fifteen men for the first
team.
Naturally the squad has disminished slightly in size, but almost eighty men are reporting
for practice regularly. Martin of
Greenville who was almost deluded into entering Furman is
one of the brightest prospects on
the field. He is a rangy lefthander and weights around 180
lbs. He passes well, runs well,
and is an unusually good punter.
His running rate of last year,
Bud Eskew is an eye-opener. Bud
is big and husky and can shoot
a pass like a line drive. Coach
Richards is
teaching
him to
throw on the run and with his
speed he certainly should leave
his name in the football history
of Clemson in the future.
Timmerman and Jack Chandler's
'big'
little
brother
are also
ploughing things up in the backfield
Timmerman runs
like a
flash and reverses his field strikingly to the chargin of would-be
tacklers. Chandler is a big, strong
fellow and ploughs through any
that fleetness of foot fails to take
him around.
Strenuous Practice
The whole squad continue to
"work strenuously and the luminaries continue to
shine. Several
hoys are out with slight injuries
but all are expected back on the
field shortly.
The writer had an amusing experience last Thursday when he
attempted to learn the names of
various players on the different
squads. Apporaching a wise looking freshman he inquired as to a
certain players indentity, The accosted one meditated a moment
and attempted to stimulate his
mental apparatus by scratching
his dome. Failing to secure the
desired response he replied "Damifino." After being told the same
thing about several players, the
writer became dubious and sidled
up to the coach. Picking out a
prominent player he repeated hi",
question.
The coached
slashed
a mean
glance at the
aforesaid writer
and snapped "Damfino."
These names were reluctantly
withdrawn
from
the
line-ups
after much pondering, but this
.only goes to prove that if some
lusty i swain is disappointed because his name wasn't conspicuous enough to warrant his sending
the "sweet mama" a copy of the
Tiger, it may not be because he
isn't good and it may not bo
due to negligence on the writer's
part.
Two promising squads had the
following personal
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cooperative marketing. It was then
time for the train, so we had to
jounrey on back home. They all
offered us a very cordial invitation to come back whenever we
could.
T. J. H.
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CLEMSON ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
FOR A GREATER CLEMSON

EDITORIALS
TALK CLEMSON One of the most
important services which an alumnus may render to his college is
to advertise it. Talk Clemson every
opportunity you have. You don't
have to boast or brag. Clemson
College can stand upon the record
of her past achievements. The service which she has rendered to
the state of South Carolina is an
everlasting monument to her greatness. Make it your objective to ace'Taint more podp]^ with the importance of Clenv.on as a state
institution. It is this type of sentiment, which comes about through
a gradual education of all the people that creates the respect and
admiration which a college like
Clemson deserves.
It is a lamentable fact that Clemson and her work are not appreciated as they should be in South
Carolina. At least this appears on
the surface to be true. If a band
of revolutionists
should
march
upon Clemson and destroy the institution with dynamite and fire, there
would be set up a hue and cry
the like of which South Carolina
never heard before. And yet, the
people of this state, sound-minded,
loyal, patriotic citizens, will sit
idly by while Clemson College suffers for lack of support and not
one of them raises a hand in her
behalf.
On November 3rd at the general
election, there will be placed before the voters of this state a constitutional amendment authorizing
a ten-million dollar bond issue for
permanent improvements at charitable, educational, and penal institutions. Whatever may be the conditions at the other state institutions, Clemson needs her share of
that bond
issue. Barracks
and
classrooms are crowded to the absolute limit. We need many new
buildings. The bond issue seems to
be the only hope for Clemson to
attain, or rather to provide for that
growth and expansion which she
rightfully desereves.
You can help by using your influence as a citizen in a quiet
and unobtrusive manner to convince the voters that the state institution- must have this support,
at their hands.
FAIR WEEK—Mention of the South
Carolina State Fair instantly brings
to mind the Clemson-Carolina football game. This classic contest has
come to be the greatest football
game of the season in South Carolina. Clemson men from everywhere pour into Columbia during
Fair Week the foremost thought
in their minds being the football
game. Heretofore the night before
tk-e game has been an occasion
when Clemson and Carolina men
gathered in the hotel lobbies, on
the street corners, and everywhere,
with the outcome of the big game
as the sole topic of conversation.
This year we hope to revise this
situation.
The Columbia
alumni
chapter has appointed a committee
who have completed arrangements
for a banquet de luxe at the Jefferson Hotel on Wednesday night,
October 2 2nd. The alumni association is cooperating with them in
their .efforts because we believe
this banquet should be the largest
gathering of alumni during the
whole year.At the banquet as would
be the case if there were no exer-
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cises, the one topic, for discussion
will be the Clemson-Carolina gams.
No other subject will be permitted
for discussion. The coaches will
be there, and a number of the
students body will be there. It will
be an ideal arrangement for a revival meeting where the famous
Clemson Spirit may be "renewed,
diffused, and assimilated.
Detailed announcements of the
plans are contained elsewhere in
this issue of The Tiger. You should
be there if you are in Columbia.
And you should make a special
effort to be in
Columbia. It is
necessary to conduct the ticket salo
before Fair Week so that the committee may know how large a
crowd to provide for.
Make your plans to be at the
Jefferson Wednesday night. Mingle
with other Clemson men. Shake
hands with your classmates, Coach
Saunders, and the
cadets from
Clemson. Renew the friendships
that you treasure with the memories of your college days. This
committee in Columbia has arranged an elaborate program which
will furnish plenty of entertainment without occupying too much
time. Long-winded speeches will
be barred.
Order your ticket now.

ANQUET IN C0LUM1IA
TO BE OALA AFFAIR
Committee Of Columbia Chapter
Has Arranged For Important
Occasion On Night Before
The alumni office has just received from the Columbia committee, a tentative outline of the
plans for the alumni banquet to
be held at the Jefferson Hotel in
Columbia on
Wednesday night,
October 22nd, which is the night
before the annual state fair Classic
Clemson-Carolina
fooball
game.
Bill Perry, '14, is Chairman of
the committee, and this committee
is not one of the kind that goes
to sleep immediately
after its
appointment.
The banquet is to be held in
the ball room of the Jefferson
and the menu is as follows:
Oyster Cocktail, Celery Hearts,
Green Olives, Salted Nuts; Filet
of Sole, Tartar Sauce • Roast Long
Island
Duckling, Apple
Sauce;
French
Peas, Creamed
Cubed
Potatoes; Fruit
Salad Jefferson,
Cherry Nut Ice Cream, Assorted
Cakes; American Cheese Crackers;
Demi-tasse.
One glance at that assortment
is sufficient to convince anyone
that the Columbia committtee is
composed of men who can appreciate a Tiger appetite.
Tickets are already on sale for
this occasion and admission will
be by ticket only. Tickets will
sell at §1.75 a plate. All Clemson
men, alumni,
ex-students,
and
friends of the institution are invited and urged to attend the
banquet. The committee suggests
that it might be wise to mention
that this is to be stag party.
While the presence of ladies would
undoubtedly
add much to
the
pleasure and enjoyment of those
present, it has been decided that
in view of the fact that most of
the Clemson men will be unaccompanied in Columbia, in order
to prevent any division of ths

TI ON
crowd, to confine the invitations
to Clemson men.
Tickets may be procured from
any member of the committee or
from the
alumni
secretary at
Clemson. You are urged to make
every effort to be present and to
order your ticket as soon as possible. We expect to make this banquet an annual occasion, and we
hope that it will come to be the
largest and most important alumni
gathering of the year.
The committee in carge of arrangements is J. E. Auld, 1633
Gervais St., J. W. Barnwell, State
Highway Comm., and W. L. Perry,
1609 Main St., all of Columbia.

WHO'S WHO AND WHERE

New York—I think he was figuring on buying the G. E.
"Joe Smith ex '24, toots a wicked saxaphone in Meyer Davis first
Le Paradis Orchestra.
"Tom Jervey '17, is a Captain
in the Ordnance Department in
charge of the Aircraft Armament
Section.
"Jack (Red) Williams, plunging
fullback of the class of 1922 after
taking on a blushing bride decided
to go to work. He builds houses
on 'dollar-down-dollar-when-you-get
-it' plan.
"Haskell (Hack) Allison '17, is
a Captain in
the U. S. Signal
Corps. Hack is the father of Clemson's 1942 quarterback.

The following Clemson men are
connected with the Westinghouse
"Bob Finley '18, is getting to b^
Eiectric and Manufacturing Com- a golfer of no mean repute. He has
pany and are located in the South- been eliminated in the qualifying
ern Distric;
round of
all of the
municipal
John Gelzer '04, is manager of tournaments."
the Birmingham office.
O. P. McCord '11, is manager of
the New Orleans office.
J. C. Boesch '06, is manager of
the Chattaanooga office,
T. N. Lide '05, is manager of
the Industrial Division of the Atlanta office.

RIGGS FIELD IS
NOW HUE STADIUM
New Seating Accomodations For Ten
Thousand Spectators Make Regular Stadium of Clemson Field.

The alumni who return to ClemJ. G. Simpson, '96, is Special Re son during this year's' football seapresentative of the
company in son will hardly recognize Riggs
Atlanta.
field. From an ordinary athletic
field surrounded by three banks,
R. F. Wright '15, is Industrial the place has been transfarmed
Plant Salesman at the Birmingham into a genuine stadium. The banks
office.
on three sides of the gridiron
have been completely covered with
H. W. Brown '19, is Merchandis- combination concrete and wooden
ing Salesman at the Birmingham stands. The runners for the seats
office.
are of concrete with wooden seats
across them. In this way accomoR. R. Shedd '20, is Central Sta- dations have been provided for
tion Salesman at the Chattanooga ten thousand spectators. In addioffice.
tion to these seats, the temporary
bleachers on the field will seat
U. X. Cullum '20, is Industrial
an additional three thousand at
Plant Salesman at the Knoxville
one end and on one bank of the
office.
field.
The seats are especially designel
W. R. West '17, is Central Staproviding plenty of space and with
tion Salesman at Jacksonville.
offset foot rests. Seven sets o^'
steps will privide easy access tc
E. V. Epting '23. is with the
any portion of the fgield. A markSales Department of the Charlotte
er gateway has been built at the
office.
northeast entrance to the field and
W. T. Glenn '19, is Steam Ser- this will be the main entrance.
vice Engineer of the Atlanta office. The class of 1925 is building th'.s
gate. When it has been completed,
Frank Jervey '14, is authority an iron arch will be placed ov^r
for the following interesting items it and will bear the words "RIGGS
concerning alumni in Washington: FIELD."
The gridiron proper will run
"Q. B. Newman '01, is a Cap- east and west intead of north
tain in the U. S. Coast Guards. and south as formerly. In this way
George Mitchell, '02, is the chief more room is provided for the
Tea expert in the Dept. of Agri- end zones, and it is possible to
culture. These two men have made put in many more seats.
The track will be changed a.i
enviable
records in
Washington.
They have each been president of e-oon as the stadium is completed.
the Southern Society and of the The civil engineers have already
South Carolina Society. In fact, so laid out a quarter-mile track with
and a 220
yard
many honors have been bestowed circular ends
upon them that they have become straightaway. This change will be
of great benefit to the Clemson
"office dodgers."
track teams which have always
"Josh Ward '15, who moved from been at a disadvantage when away
Washington to New York last year, from home on a quarter-mile track.
The whole length of the wire
makes a surprisingly large number
of visits to Washington. Nothing fence which was erected last year
official to report as yet—give him has been planted with ivy which
will soon cover the wire and furna little more time.
ish an effective blind fence. For
"Bill Perry '14, passed through this year the fence will be covertown the other day en route to ed with canvas during the games.
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
GAINS NEW MEMBERS
Fifteen Alumni Respond To Appeal
In Tiger—More Expected To
Come In.

H^-

THE
tenders. At center, Frog Palmer has
been working regularly for the last
few days with Bowles alternating
with him. Roy is working at end
most of the time. Hayne seems to
be the choice for the vacancy in
the line. Doc Melton is showing
lots of stuff at halfback in the
afternoon workouts. He is going to
be a hard man to keep on the bench.
Cul Richards, the new freshman
coach has a big job with the
rats. There were a hundred and
fifty of the new boys out at practice when school opened. This number has been cut down considerably
now. Richards is being assisted by
Bob Griffin '24; Bill Moore'20; and
Aleck Lewis '14.
The varsity hops off Saturday,
and after that game
is safely
tucked away, the alumni and interested public will be able to get
a much better line on the calibre of the team.

Fifteen Clemson alumni responded to the appeal for new members
which was contained in the first
issue of The Tiger. While it is
very gratifying to recruit this many
new members, the number is far
short of what it should be. Those
who have joined the alumni association since The Tiger of Sept. 10th
are:
H. B. Jennings '02, Union.
A. E. Rush, '20, Box 411, Nashville Tenn.
S. C. Rice '23, 12 Park St.,
Lynn, Mass.
E. J. Thornhill '10, Charleston
Oil Co. Charleston.
J. E. Hunter, Jr., '17, 605 Sims
Ave.. Columbia.
William Beckett '06 43 Inman
St., Atlanta, Ga.
W. E. Hunter '17, Prosperity.
C. H. Albrecht '16, Whitmire.
J. W. Welborn, Union. .
T. M. Harvey '03, Columbia.
Governing Board Authorizes PreJ. I. Hellams, Traveler's Rest.
partion Of Booth For Association
T. Roy Reid '12, Ext Dept. U.
To Contain Interesting
of Ark., Little Rock, Ark.
Features
L. C. Harrison '11, Walhalla.
M. B. Rittenherg, '24, St. Stephen.
The Governing Board of the
S. R. Rhodes '07, Campus.
Alumni
Association has
authorized and directed the secretary to
proceed with plans for a booth
at the South Carolina State Fair
this fall. Last year the alumni exhibit occupied a small part of the
college booth, and while it attracted a number of the old 'men,
Coach Saunders Has Likely Looking
it is hoped that the booth this
Aggregation For 1924 Team
year will be arranged more attractElsewhere in The Tiger will be ively.
One of the items which we hope
found an account of the progress
to
have in the alumni exhibit is
of the varsity football team from
the student's angle. What will pro- a list of all the paid-up members
of the alumni association, a sort
bably be of more interest to the
of Honor Roll or "Is your name
alumni is the fact that Bud Saundwritten there?" proposition. Faciliers seems
to have an
old-time
be provided
for the
Tiger team in the making out there. ties will
leaving and delivering of messages
At this time only a few remain
from Clemson men to other Clembefore the opening game with Elon
son men. We hope to have a reguCollege. This will be the first
lar miniature post office for this
test pf the Tigers' mettle. Elon is
purpose. Pictures of Clemson footnot the prep school that some peoball teams of the past will occupy
ple imagine. They always produce
a prominent place in the exhibit.
a scrappy little football team that
Plans for this project are far
calls for its opponents to give their
from complete,
and fuller
anbest to win.
announcements will be made in the
Following the Elon game, the
Tiger at a later date.
Clemson eleven goes to Auburn to
battle the Tiger of the Plains. Both
teams have a greivance in this
scrap. Auburn realizes that Clemson
had decided edge over them last
season and would have won but
for the breaks of the game. This
year they hope to prove their Letters
Received
From
Many
superiority decisively. The Clemson
Alumni Following Mailing Of
eleven feel and know that they
First Issue Of The Tiger.
should have won last season, and
A large number of alumni have
they are going to Alabama with
the avowed intention of showing responded to the appeal for new
members contained in the first
Auburn a few things.
The practices
are running off issue of the Tiger. Numbers of
smoothly in the afternoon. Saunders others, already members have exand May have the "crapshooter's pressed themselves
as favorably
shift" working as smoothly as a impressed with the idea of conwell-oiled machine. Many specta- necting the alumni with the stutors at the practices have volun- dent body and of keeping the old
teered the opinion that the team men in touch with the college.
is running more smoothly now than Extracts from some of these letters follow:
at midseason last year.
"A copy of a Tiger just reCoach Bud, of course, is inclined to be pessimistic. He has ceived has revived old memories
worries of his own. The making and calls me to my duty to the
of a quarterback, a center, an alumni association. My check for
end and a tackle is a task calcu- five dollars is enclosed."
"In answer to your personal
lated to cause any coach to lose
sleep. The quarterback job is very letter in the Tiger of Sept. 10th
much in doubt! Kirkland and Brad- I am enclosing you a check for
ley seem to be the outstanding con- five dollars which leaves me a

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
TO HAVE BOOTH AT
S. CJTATE FAIR

CLEMSON WILL HAVE
OLD-TIME TIGER TEAM

ALUMNI RESPOND TO
PPEAL IN TIIER
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balance of ?2.50 in the bank; so
please see that I get full credit
for same, and that it does its
part."
"Congratulations on your alumni
department
of the Tiger.
This
alone should be the means of reuniting many of the fellows who
have lost touch in the J^ars past
You have my best wislWt in your
able efforts to build anew and
keep alive that great spirit for
which Clemson has been noted
among its alumni as well as its
student body. Enclosed find my
dues for the year 1924-25."
"Today I received my Tiger—
and you may be sure the information and news regarding Clemson
was very interesting to me. I
want to wish you much success
as secretary of the association."
"I am receipt of the September
10th issue of The Tiger, and I
have read with interest your letter to the Clemson Alumni.—I
am enclosing you my check for
$5.00 covering my dues to the
association for the coming year.
I am glad to note your interest
in the new lease on life that the
alumni association is now taking,
and I assure you that the Charleston Chapter is willing to help and
co-operate with you in anything
we can do. I was certainly pleased
with the first issue of the Tiger,
and the boys are to be congratulated on
putting out
such a
wonderful paper."
"I am enclosing check for ?5.00
in payment of membership dues
to the alumni association. May I
never be among the missing again!
—Yours for a successful year, not
only on the gridiron but in all
that the college undertakes."
"In response to your well-rounded and worthy appeal in the last
issue of The Tiger. I am enclosing check for $5.00 annual dues
and subscription. "
"After reading my copy of The
Tiger which you sent me I remembered that I had not renewed
my membership
to the
alumni
association. Accordingly, I am enclosing my check for $5.00 for
another year's membership."
"You will find enclosed check
for $5.00 covering my dues for
1924. This should have been attended to months ago, but I kept
putting it off until The Tiger
came in today and spurred me
up."

Just as The Tiger went to press
today, news was received of the
death of B. H. Rawl, of the class
of 1900, at Berkley, California. Mr.
Rawl was one of the most prominent of Clemson alumni. No details
were contained in the notification
received here.
COMMUNITY
DANCING
GIVES DANCE

CLUB

Friday evening, the old gym was
the scene of the first dance of
the fall. The Community Dancing Club of which W. D. Moore is
President, and J. L. Merritt Sec.
and Treas, being host to many
girl visitors and campus folk. About
half a hundred, including a few
lucky members of the Senior Class,
"tripped the ilight fantastic" till
the wee small hours of the morning.
The music for this, the first
dance of the season was furnished
by ''The
Jungleers",
Clemson's
own orchestra.Needless to say the
music was all that could be desired in pure unadulterated jazz
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and the orchestra shows promise of
being one of the best in several
years.
It is the intention of this club,
which has its menvberships among
the faculty and other residents of
the campus and vicinity, to put
on more dances this year than
has been done heretofore.
This
first dance was one of the best
opening hops ever given and the.
many good one to follow during
the coming school year will doubtless add much to the social pleasures of the members and guests
of this club.
E. C. 1>.
Rev L. C. Gibson To leave Clemson
(Continued from page one)
cadets and members of the campus. Reverend
Gibson has
been
here just about long enough to
begin to know the boys. It is a
great loss to Clemson to lose such
a man as he.
Reverend Gibson
has
gained
quite a few friends during his stay
here. Everybody that knows him
speaks very highly of him. His
friends will miss him daily.
Besides being a
good pastor
and friend Reverend Gibson is a
lover of all sports. He is a baseball player himself. Last spring he
umpired several of the Freshman
baseball games.
The corps will always have a
warm spot in its heart for you,
Reverend Gibson. From every cadet there is a sad farewell. The
corps of cadets
sincerely hopes
that you will be pleased with your
new pastoral position. In the days
to come, may happiness, success,
cheerfulness, and the love of your
new people be yours.
"Farewell—a word that has been,
and must be.
Yet, if forever, Fare Thee well."
SOCKS DOWN?
Little Boy: "Look ma, the circus
has come to town; there's one of
the clowns."
Ma: "Hush, darling. That's not
a clown. That's just a college
man."
—Beanpot.
YOUR NOSE KNOWS
Mother uses cold cream,
Father uses lather,
My girl uses powder—
At least that's what I gather!
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By "Paul", "Sparkie" and "Fred'
As Clemson is a military college, all the
Freshman should
know how to act. When you walk
into
the
Commandants
office,
don't be dazzled by the display
of shining leather and brass buttons. Just walk right in and if
there is a vacant chair, pull it
up
to
the
member
of
the
"Patriotic Sons of Rest" you wish
to speak to. If all the chairs
have been taken, then push tlu
"Police Gazette" and other religious publications aside and sit
on the desk. If you are a slave
to the Goddess Nicotine, fill your
favorite pipe and ask the officer
you are talking to for a match.
Show at all times that you are
at ease, and that you are in a
hurry so that he will put down
what he is doing and give you
his undivided attention. When you
are ready to leave invite him to
come around to your room and
play Bridge some night during
study hour.
Every cadet is supposed to read
the "Rules and Regulations" so
that if there is anything that ho
does not like he can go to thf.
office of His Majesty and tell
him that he does not approve of
i't, and he will make a note of it.
and—probably the cadet will have
the pleasure of hearing his name
read out during that hour that
we go to the mess hall to say
the blessing over what we dont
get.
Demand your rights. This is a
democratic school, and you should
do as you please and get what
you want. Follow these rules and
you will be guaranteed a placa
on the Square evory Saturday
which rolls around.
E. W. E.

The shades of night were falling
fast,
When for a kiss he asked her.
She must have answered, "yes"
because,—
The shades came down
still
faster.
Sec.
Mr. Wallace Roy was elected
presiuent
of t~e
Junior Class,
winning by t.renty-five hand shakes
over Mr. "Bill"
Farmer.
Mr.
"Pre;/' Bradley ran the "John T.
Duncan ticket, being nominated
on every ticket and receiving a
total of twelve votes. His campaign
manager Mr. "Frog" Palmer used
much force in getting his man
nominated. Mr. "Monkey" Watson
sustained an injury to his mouth
from blowing his trombone and
Mr. Ben Martin lost his glass eye
auring the excitement of the occassion.
There was a young
girl from
Pekin,
Who was very, very thin
She shunned lemonade
For she was afraid,
She'd slip through the straw and
fall in.
EX.
the latest
A:- -What is
cigarette holder?
B:- -The modern girl.

style

Sec.
3he plays the ukulele,
And the piano very well,
Jut when she plays the devil
She surely can play—good.
Sec.

He—(over the phone) What time
are you expecting me?
She:—I'm not expecting you at
all.
Teacher: Can you give me a
He:—Then I'll surpirse you.
sentence with Egypt in it?
Sec.
Jenny (thoughtfully): The grocer
did not give me the right change; Father:—Didn't I s e you sitting
'e gypt me.
on that young man's lap last
According to reports, the seniors
of the first battalion are liable to
get some peculiar looking sam
•brown belts. Major Darby was
seen measuring a common house
car and putting down a list of
figures that only that gentleman,
who has recently joined our faculty from Annapolis, could understand. We object to any such
use of cats and besides we get
little enough to eat without using
our food for belts.
'Dutch":—I had my nose broken
in three places this summer.
'Kid" Hane;—But why do you
keep on going to those places.
jje:—i had awful good time tonight.
She:—So did X, perfectly awful.
EX.
"'Prep" Bradley:—Did you really
vote for me?
"Frog" Palmer:—Yes, I was the
one.
I went ten rounds with Dempsey
And I am feeling fine.
For it was on a Ferris whell,
His seat was next to mine.
Sec.

night.
Daughter:—Well. Father, you told
me that if he tried to get
sentimental, that I must sit
on him.
Sec.
Dearest "Tootsie Wootsie",
I received your last letter
with all the romantic inspiration
possible. Indeed my heart bubbled over with enthusiasm when
I read your letter. It was as
liniment to my thumping bumping brain. I have been tossed
about upon the sea of trouble
and your letter came to me ao
a rescuing ship. Oh! it was you
dear one that saved my withered
soul frem going up the creek
without a paddle, Oh! "snooky
ookums" I love you with the same
affection that a sardine has for
its mate.
Fair one, Although you are the
Queen of the universe, you have
caused me to spend many sleepless nights. I lay awake and think
of you and my heart beats with
the same rapidity as my Inger3011.
All the boys ask me what bright
thing I have in my room and I
tell them it is the picture of the
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prettiest, darlingest, most beautiful sweetest, most adorable, smartest, loveable, heart
stealingest
sweet mama that ever breathed a
breath.
O11' yes sweet mama being 1
can't be with you tonight I am
going to send you a check provided you don't let any of the
other boys cash it.
Pay to the order of my sweetums
511000000 kisses. Now won't you
be satisfied with that for a while.
I knew you would, You old sweet
honey bunch.
I can not write you any more
for thinking of you. My hands
have ceased to work and cork
leg and glass eye have refused
to function Sending You my love
on the next freight train, I am,
Yours For Never,
"Q. Cumber"
F. B. L.

Anyone who would care to contribute a set of words to fit this
tune may turn them in to Prof.
E. J. Freeman, director of the band;
E. L. Smith, editor of The Tiger;
or J. R. Heller, captain of the band.
Any set of verses will certainly be
appreciated and you are urged to
make an attempt at this to help
out the cheering. Be sure to save
these words that are given in this
article as we may use them in the
next pep meeting .
—G. W. G.
Anothr Song Contributed
Since the above article was written the following set of words have
been bought to the attention of the
Tiger. The words are a revised form
of the song used by N. C. State.
I
Play the game, fight like men,
We're behind you, lose or win.
And The Tigers keep fighting along.

No, cute little Jack Dorsett will Scrap em men; hold'em fast;
You'll snatch victory at last.
not recite today, He's mad.
And The Tigers keep fighting along.
A funny man is Sergeant Peck
His collar would fit him,
Rise, men to the fray and let your
If he'd wash his neck
banners wave,
Shout out our
chorus loud and
strong;
Prof. Gardner—Is Lemmon in
And where'er we go we'll let the
this section?
wide world know
"Doc" Wilson:—No sir 'fessor
That the Tigers keep fighting along!
he's been squeezed out.
—G. W. G.
alrea vsHatEhdNi
NEW SONGS
Up until the present time all
the cheering and singing at our
games had been good but our yells
and songs are growing rather old.
It is the object of the cheer leader
and the Band to obtain a new song
to take the place of "When the
Sons of Clemson Fall In Line.,,
This song, while it is a good one, News. Received Of His Death Is
is being used by numerous other Great Surprise—Well-liked And
schools and colleges for the same
Respected By All Of His
purpose as we use it at Clemson.
Class-mates.
To be different and to inject more
pep into the cheering we are enIt is with the deepest regret
deavoring to secure a set of words
that
we announce the death of
to fit the March written by Sousa
our
friend
and fellow
student
entitled "The United Field Artillery." So far only two sets of words M. M. Smyly. His death came as
have been turned in. They are as a surprise to all the students here
at Clemson. We whp knew him
follow:
were greatly surprised when the
Up the field, down the field,
sad news reached us. Though he
We're filled with pep and zeal,
was not very strong or robust,
As the Tigers go roaring along.
he was always very cheerful in
all
his work and among his friends.
With a bound, cut 'em down,
Smyly
was a true friend, a good
For we are sure
to gain some
sport and a loyal Tiger. No greatground
er praise would be given any man
As the Tigers go roaring along.
than to say that he exemplified
So it's Hi! Hi! Hee! for dear old all the thnigs that he and his
associates held dear and such was
C. A. C.
Give them three cheers loud and Smyly.
The present Junior Class feels
strong.
more
deeply than the other memSo fight, you Tigers bold
bers of the
corps the
sorrow
For the purple and the gold,
caused by his death. We attended
As the Tigers go roaring along.
classes with him and knew him
Buck Brown '27
in all the various phases of college activities.
FIGHT 'EM TEAM.
The following is an extract from
his father written to Mr. LittleFight 'em team, fight 'em team
Fight 'em hard from goal to goal, john shortly after Smyly's death:
"Ex-cadet Mangin M. Smyly '26
For old Clemson is going to win.
died on July the 20th. While his
death was a hard blow to us it
Fight 'em hard, Tiger team,
Smash their line from end to end was not unexpected: knowing his
And old Clemson is certain to win. condition I did my best to persuade him not to return to ClemWhistle4)Oom-rah, the Tiger gang is son last September. I saw at once
that he would not remain at home
here
satisfied so I would not force
Out for another vic-to-ry
Cheer, gang, cheer—for we are go- him to leave college. I feel save
that he had some friends in the
ing to win,
And oh my! how happy we'll be. corps who will regret to hear of
his untimely end."
(Second chorus)
Fight, team, fight for we're behind A field is spread, on which a newer
band
you strong,
Have pitched in Heaven's smile
Fight for the purple and the gold.
their camp of death
Whistel-boom-rah, we'll back you to
Welcoming him we love with scarce
the last
extinguished breath.
And old Clemson is going to win.
G. W. G.
R. H. Smith '25

J. J. SMYLY. FORMER
CLEMSON STUDENT,
PASSES AT HOME

CLEMSON RADIO TO
BROADCAST GAMES
Station
WSAC
Will
Broadcast
Play-by-Play Detail and Follow
With Summary at NightFor
Special Benefit of Alumni
Prof. S. R. Rhodes,'07, who has
charge of the Clemson radio station, announces that WSAC will
broadcast all of the home footabll games this year. The station
will give its customary play-byplay detail during the actual playing of the game, and in addition
will inaugurate
a new feature
especially for Clemson alumni in
distant cities.
At eight
o'clock,
Eastern Standard Time, on the
night following each home game,
WSAC will broadcast a repoTt
and summary of the game played
during the afternoon. Many alumni
live at distant points where they
would not be able to pick up the
daylight broadcast. The evening
feature should make it possible
for hundreds of Clemson men to
pick up the Clemson scores and
reports before the papers carry
them.
WSAC is a 500 watt station,
operating on a wave length of
360 metres. The station is on
the air every Wednesday night
from 8 to 9, EST, giving farm
help us and other 'numbers from
the college.
BRINGING UP FATHER
"My heart is with the ocen,"
cried the poet, rapturously.
"Yo°u've gone me one better,"
said the seasick novelist, as he
took a firmer grip on the rail.
—Flamingo.
In The Fog
Absent-minded
Prof: "Do you
know where my glasses are, my
dear?"
Wife: "Why you have them."
A. M. P.: "Oh, yes; I put them
on to look for them."
—Punch Bowl.

TIBER PRESSING CLUB
Bring Your Clothes to Us
FOR

CLEANING, PRESSING
AND REPAIRING
Run by Tiger Athletes
JACK CHANDLER, Manager
Located in Rear of Taylor's
Shoe Shop.

WE DO IT RIGHT

THE COMMUNITY STORE J
CLEMSON COLLEGE

THINGS WE DO FOR THE CADETS
Cash Cadet Checks.
Agency Flosheim Shoes
Agency Schloss Brothers Clothes.
Agency B^n Vonde Dry Cleaners.
Agency Spauding Sweaters and
Athletic Goods.
Sell Cigaretts and Tobaccos.
Cigars, Candies, Drinks
Stationery, Pencils, Ink.
Carry a line of Dry Goods, Shirts,
Shoes, Needles, Pins, Thread and •
lots of things you will need while
at school.
Make you feel at home any time you
come down and always glad to
see you.
Will Help Make the Tiger Roar
for 1924
THE COMMUNITY STORRE, INC.
CLEMSON COLLEGE, S. C.
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STEPHEN LEAGOGK
HOLDS AUDIENCE
Noted Lecturer Holds Attention Of
Large Audience With Splendid
Speech—Recites Many Incidents
Of His Travels Over The World.
Stephen Leacock, famous humorist, writer, and lecturer, appeared
in the
College
Ohapel
Saturady
night as the
opening
Lyceum number of the year.
(Mr.
Leacock known as the
"Canadian Mark Twain," is a native of
England, but left
that
country and came to Canada many
years ago. He was educated at
the University
of Chicago,
and
later was
President of
McGill
University for twenty four years.
For the past ten years he has delighted British audiences with his
extremely entertaining lectures on
America, and in turn has come
back to this County giving tho
people humorous reviews of their
British Cousins.
Speaking to a large and appreciative audience of Cadets and Hill
Folk. Mr. Leacock gave a most
humorous talk, his subject being,
"Frendzied Fiction." Tracing fiction from its earliest ages, he gave
his audience a description of each
type, from the novel of that time
to the present day novel, all the
while keeping them in continuous
laughter by his humorous remarks
and pointed witicisms of the types
of fiction.
Clemson was indeed fortunate
in having so
gifted a man to
listen to. It is seldom that a lecturer can hold the attention of an
audience composed largely of ca
dets, but Mr. Leacock did this,
and could have held it for hours
longer. He is truly "The Canadian Mark Twain."

BIBLE GLA
GETS
Seven Hundred Men Enlist For
Training—Capable Leaders
Selected—Work Started
Last Sunday Night
There are only a few ways in
which we might get training in
the Bible here at Clemson. One
of these ways is at Bible Classes.
Every student at Clemson has a
chance to join a Bible Class. As
a result of the canvass for Bible
Class members last Sunday night
about seven hundred have joined.
This is a very large number, but
enough out of about eleven hundred men. There will be thirty-

THE
two freshman and twenty sophomore classes in barracks this year.
It is not exactly known just how
many junior classes there will ba
but very probably there will be
one on each hall. The seniors
will probably meet in one class,
and, it is hoped, to have
Mr.
McSween for a leader.
If you have not joined a class
find out where the class is meeting on your hall and join next
Sunday night. Probably some of
the classes will not like their
leaders, but don't let that keep
you away. These men who have
consented to teach
these classes
are doing it for your good, and
not for any good that they get
out of it. They are willing to come
out and do their best. They could
probably get more good out of
attending some other class, but
they are willing to give up that
pleasure for your good. Study
these lessons, something a great
many do not do, and put something into them and you will
very probably get something out
of them. The books to be studied
are the best that could be obtained.
T. J. H.

PRESBYTERIAN BOYS
NO SOCIAL AT
it MR M'SWEEN'S
RECEPTION FOR
PRESYTERIAN

CADETS

One
of
the most
enjoyable
social occasions of the season was
the reception given last Friday
Evening by Rev. and Mrs. John
McSween in honor of the cadets
who attend the Presbyterian church.
Rev. and Mrs. McSween have
been noted ever since they have
been at Clemson for their kindness and hospitality and it seems
that then
efforts last
Friday
evening eclipsed all former trials
to give the cadets a good time.
A number of girls from Anderson, Pendleton
and Seneca besides those of the campus,added
greatly to the occasion. The presence of these young ladies was
indeed an inspiration to all who
attended, as it is not often that we
get a chance to attend a gathering where there are so many girls.
Music by the "Jungleers" during the reception, added a great
deal to the occasion. This music
and the Japanese lanterns strung
over the lawn gave an air of
joyous festivity to the occasion.
All during the reception punch
was served by Mrs. McSween assisted by some of the ladies of
the Presbyterian church. At the
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close of
the reception
refreshments, which consisted of delicious ice cream and cake, were
served.
On behalf of all the cadets who
were present on
the enjoyable
occasion, we wish to take this
opportunity to thank Mr. and Mra.
McSween for the pleasure they
gave us and to express one appreciation for an they have done to
make our life here at Clemson
more enjoyable and pleasant.
—G. W. G.

VESPER SERVICE
TTRAGT! MM
Rev. Darby Fulton Gives Vivid
Description Of Japanese Earthquake—"Y" Auditorium Filled
To Capacity.
It certainly is a pleasure to see
the large number of men who
continue to attend Vesper Services.
The house was so full Sunday
night that some of the men went
in the gallery. "Rat" Carter, accompanied by Mrs. Dargan, rena.
ed a very good violin solo. Carter
is a very good young violinist, and
it is hoped that we will have
the pleasure of having him to pla^
for a great many more times.
We were very fortunate in having Rev. C. Darby Fulton, a missionary just back from Japan, to
speak to us, Mr Fulton has spent
quite a few years in
Japan, a
part of that time ' being during
the earthquake.
Mr. Fulton's
home was just
about eighty miles northwest of
Tokyo. The afternoon of September 1, 1923 he was sitting in his
home trying to decide how he
might spend his vacation, for he
had just completed-some important
task and wanted a rest. He decided to run over to his fathers
house-about one half mile away
to look over a time table. While
he was
there the
earthquake
started. He and the others rushed
out of the house and stood up and
saw it all
shaken up.
It was
difficult to keep footing; so they
held to trees that were swaying
back and forth. While they were
standing there they could see the
wave about two or three feet
high sweep over the lawn. -The
noise sounded like boulders rolling down a mountain. Some of
the people seemed to think Christ's
second coming was at hand. Men
who had never darkened a church
door were on their knees to God.
When the earth had calmed itself for a while, Mr. Fulton decided to hurry home to see if
his wife and little child were
alive. Upon his arrival home he
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found his
child playing
in a
neighbors yard and his wife walking around in his yard. She greeted him
with these
words, "A
pretty good shake, wasn't it?"
There were no casualties to the
foreigners to Japan in that town.
Some one on a very high mountain near by could see the flames
of burning Tokyo eighty miles
away and thought that it was a
new volcanoe that had come into
play.
The rescue missions to Tokyo
from some parts of the country
were stopped by a fallen trestle.
Trains coming out of Tokyo were
packed from the tender to the
top of the cars.
Mr Fulton and one of his friends
Mr. Gillette who lived in Tokyo
got on a motorcycle and started to
Tokyo. As they neared the city they
could see crowds just thronging
out of the burning city picturing
the disaster left behind. People
were eating and sleeping in the
middle of the burning streets.
One could stand and look seven
miles in one direction and four
in another and see nothing but
devastated area. For two weeks one
could smell the odor of burning
human flesh. 3 2,800 dead bodies
lay in 15 acres of ground.

HOLDS

ANNUAL

STOCKHOLDERS MEETING
On last Thursday evening, September 18, the Community Stors,
Inc., held its annual stockholders
meeting in the Ladies' Club Room of
the Y. M. C. A. Quite a number of
stockholders were present and all
seemed very enthusiastic.
The old board of directors, who
are as follows, were reelected:
Prof. J. E. Hunter, Prof. M. E.
Bradley, Prof. S. M. Martin, Prof. J.
H. Mitchell, Mr. J. H. McHugh.
Mr| J. E. Hunter was re-elected
president and Prof. Bradley was
re-elected secretary, and Mr. F. B.
Morgan, manager.
The Community Store, Inc., was
organized during the year 1919 and
feels that it has a special service
to render to the community of Clemson College, S. C.
It had the misfortune to suffer
during the period of inflation followlowing the world war. We are glad
to say that the Community Store is
again on its feet financially. Its
business has grown considerably during the past year.
The Community Store will be glad
to have all new comers in the community, come down and get acquainted. It offers a glad hand to
all Tiger men, and will be glad to
serve them at any time.

On the eighth day of Sepember
Mr. Fulton and two of his friends
joined a relief force and worked
K. O.
as jitney drivers hauling people
Ho: "I hear that your girl is
and supplies around.
quite a boxer.
When
the Japanese
saw the Bo: "Yeah, do you want a knock
American relief ships coming they down?"
thought that we had tried to take
—Jack o' Lantern.
advantage of them and wage war
on them at that time. One can
Diogenes
(meeting
Athenian
imagine how differently they felt College) : "Well,
Jack, whaddya
when they found the true mission know?"
of these
ships.
The
Japanese
A. c. f.: "Oh, nothing much."
agreed with the American AmAnd Diogenes blew out his lanbassador that if he would take tern and went home to bed.
care of the foreigners in that
—Purple Parrot.
country that they would take care
of the
homefolk.
Imagine the
Long Boy: "Big boy, wuz George
Japanese and a great many of Washington as honest as dey sez
these other countries looking to he wuz?"
America for help. The Japanese
Shorty: "Ah tell you, niger,
feel that they owe America a George wuz the honestest man dat
great deal. There were men over ever wuz born."
there who had lost everything they
Long Boy: "Den, how come dey
had and yet were putting God close de banks on his birfday?"
first. It is believed that now there
—Georgia Cracker.
will be more Christians in Japan.
They
have been
worshipers of
A Cold Proposition
materialism. They had built this
She was as pure as snow; but—
beautiful city of Tokyo and almost she drifted.
—Lyre.
worshiped it. The earthquake has Prof.: "Gentlemen,
what is the
destroyed all of this now and a Colossus of Rhodes?"
great many of the Japanese have Soph: "The Lincoln Highway, sir."
lost faith in their religions, and
—Yale Record
are now ready to try some other.

These are only a few of the
L. Cleveland Martin Drug
interesting things about which Mr.
Fulton told. Every one appreciated Company for pure milk shakes
and sodas.
very much Mr. Fulton's talk.

GET A TYPEWRITER NOW
A FEW DAYS' FREE TRIAL DEMONSTRATION.

THE

COMUNITY STORE, INC

NEW

CORONA

ENGRAVED CARDS,
PRINTED CARDS,
STATIONERY,
REPORT CARDS,
TYPEWRITER PAPER,
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Champion 100-yard runner of
the particular
edification of
the South in 192 3, Jack was unable
his boss-to-be, and the game
to run last spring on account of his
he pitched will take precedent
health. He hopes that the operawith the Big Wind and Blake
tion will clear up his troubles
Harper's unsuccessful pursuit
and that he will be in shape to
of the sheriff's badge.
carry the Purple and Gold to new Sporting News Gives Clemson Star
"Here's
what Rhem
did
Big Write-Up
heights of cinder path glory next
right
before
the
eyes of
spring.
Branch:
The following story from The
* • *
"Pitched a no-hit shutout;
Sporting News is of interest here,
didn't permit a Hutchinson
A CUP to be held each year
where Flint Rhem began his sensabatter to knock the ball out
by the college winning the South tional pitching record.
of the infield, and set up a
Carolina state football champion"St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 25.—
new league strikeout record
ship has
been donated
by the
Branch Rickey, manger emeriby
fanning
16 men.
The
Focus Club, of- Columbia. The cup
tus of the St. Louis Cardinals,
is to become the permanent posscore was 4 to 0.
is back after browsing around
session of the institution which
"The no-hit game brought
for a month on a private scoutfirst wins it for three successive
Rhem's victories for the year
sortie during which he "saw
years. In the event of doubt as
up to 23, and the 16 strike
with his eyes." The trip took
to
the
winner
of
the
championouts
boosted his total whiffby getting the advantage of a
him to several cities in the
ings
to
201, the highest ever
real game in which to get ex- ship, the possession of the cup
Texas League, to most of the
established in the history of
perience. They opened their sea- is to be decided by a committee
California points of baseball
the league.
son
against Davidson
Saturday, of three, drawn from alumni of
interest in the Pacific Coast
colleges
outside
of
this
state.
"Rhem is but 21 years old
losing to the Wildcats by the
League, and to Fort Smith in
and
a strapping fellow, with
score of 14 to 0. The first touchthe Western Association. Fort
a corking fast ball and good
down came in the first eight minSmith
is
a
St.
Louis
farm
and
THE FOCUS CLUB entertained
change of pace. He still has
utes of play, but after that the all the college fooball coaches of
Rickey inherently exercises a
much to learn to shape him
contest tightened and the other the state at a banquet last Thursfatherly interest in the ugly
for
a major league career, but
touchdown was made on a seven- day night and the donation of
ducklings. It was there that he
has an abundance of natural
ty-yard run by
Claude Sapper- the cup was announced at that
got his biggest eyeful.
ability and an
aptitude for
field, Davidson half-back. Neither time. Coach "Bud" Saunders at"Now, one might imagine
learning. He stands six feet,
point after touchdown was made, tended the festive gathering, and
that a man was been called
two inches tall, and weighs
the other two points being made reports a pleasant time. All the
upon to answer for the Cardimore than 180 pounds. Flint
on a safety .
nals
over
a
period
of
years,
coaches spoke,
and the
college
* * *
jumped into league ball this
would
be
more
or
less
immune
songs of
each institution
were
spring, coming directly from
to shocks—hardened
as it
DAME RUMOR
spread
word sung.
Clemson
College
of South
were. But such is not the
over the Clemson campus Saturday
Carolina.
He
will
join the
case, and Branch Rickey will
night that Blon had won from
Cardinals
when the W. A.
JACK REAMES, ball player exDavidson by a 7 to 0 score, and
tell the world.
season closhe."
captain of
folks began to look for a real traordinary who was
"The shock
producer
in
battle with Elon on the opening the 1923 state championship Tiger
this case was Flint Rhem, a
day. The arrival of newspapers nine, faced another kind of pitBill: "Did you ever sit in the
big right-handed Southern boy,
the next morning, however, dis- cher in June when he stepped up
dog's seat in the theatre?"
who has been fooling them all
proved the rumor that Elon was before the parson, and took unto
Tom: "I'll bite, what is it?"
season in the Little Class C
himself a wife. The
bride was
Bill: "K-Nine."
the victor.
Loop. This day, it was August
* • •
Miss Lydia Owens, and the cere—Gargoyle.
21, Rhem was performing for
TO ED CURDTS we are deeply mony was performed in Abbeville,
indebted for the 'new head which home town of both the bride and
appears over this column for the the groom.
One of the heaviest hitting and
first time in this issue. The versatile Greenville lad, who is both surest fielding outfielders who has
an artist and a musician of talent ever played, on a Clemson team.
was kind enough to draw a de- Jack was the terror of opposing
sign, which will keep us striving hurlers. He has also been a star
hard to have the reading matter in the Carolina league and playof THE BALDHEAD ROW worthy ed a short while in the Sally.
Invites the patronage of all Clemson men at all times.
of the head.
Although not quite so bright a
• • »
star on the gridiron, Jack was an
no mean
ability,
and
WE SPECIALIZE IN SATISFYING TIGER APPETITESX
THE NEW TRACK, a quarter end of
of a mile in length, which will threatened at times to make the
encircle the gridiron in the new varsity team.
See us about Meal Tickets.
In this adventure into another
Riggs Field stadium, will be constructed probably in the near fu- realm of sport, if such you would
ture, in order that it settle and call_ it, we congratulate Jack and
Managed by
V
and wish them
the
be in good consition for the track his bride
MR. AND. MRS. H. M. PICKETT
season next spring. It is hoped greatest of happiness.
JACK is now physical director
that the Tiger track men will
have a track worthy of their best at the Parker High School, Greenefforts. The possession of a quar- ville. He had a splendid baseball
ter-mile track, similar to the ones team there last spring, and has
on which they run most of their now started fooball practice with
meets, will enable them to be bright prospects for a successful
much better prepared for the big season. If he is as good a coach
races. Heretofore the track men as he was player, jack's teams
have had difficulty in setting their should make a great record on
pace to a quarter-mile track after both gridiron and diamond.

MORE DOPE ON
FLINT RHEM

• JUST AROUND the corner is
the curtain-raising game of the
1924 football season. On Saturday
afternoon Riggs Field will once
more see the glorious game in
full sway. Elon College will send
its eleven to Clemson to play the
Tigers, and
the inhabitants
of
Tigertown will eagerly flock to
the field to see the Jungaleers in
action.
» * »
NO PROBABLE LINE-UP can
be announced for the coaches say
that they will not know who will
start the game until the hour of
battle arrives. Until that time the
contest among the various candidates for a place among the lucky
eleven will continue until the time
of the game.
AFTER ELON comes
Auburn,
and as stated before in this column, nothing less than victory
will appease the appetite of the
hungry Tiger.
• • •
THE EXCITEMENT continues
rampant about the possible playing of the Clemson-Davidson game
on the Winthrop campus. One of
the chief topics of conversation
on the Clemson campus is, "Do
you think we'll play at Winthrop?"
According to reports Winthrop is
equally thrilled. The Johnsonian,
Winthrop student paper, last week
carried reprints of the newspaper
stories announcing that the game
might be played in Rock Hill.
PAPERS all over the state have
commented on the
matter. Carl
Weimer,
sport
editor
of
the
Charleston News & Courier, says
in his column:
• * •
RATHER EXCITED
"Up in Clemson the boys are all
"het up" over the idea of playing
football on the Winthrop College
campus before an audience of more
than 1,000 of South Carolina's
fair daughters, not to mention the
hundreds of other folks who expect to be there and watch the
performance. It's this way. Clemson and Davidson are scheduled to
play in Davidson.
Rock Hill wants
the game and as an added inducement
offers the
Winthrop
College campus. Over at Clemson
the boys are wondering if there's
a football
uniform
laundry at
Rock Hill and if the Winthrop
girls will "please pardon" their
hair being crumpled."
• • •
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practicing on a half-mile loop.

THE CROSS COUNTRY team
has been working out daily under
the direction of Coach Reed and
Captain Sease. The long distance
men will have a meet with Georgia, and will possibly enter other
meets. There is a bare possibility
of their going to the Birmingham
Athletic
Club's Invitation
Road
Race and the Southeastern A. A.
U. meet in Atlanta. Jimmy Driver,
athletic director at Carolina is also trying to arrange a state meet.

NO DEFINITE news
has
come
form Davidson yet as to whether
or not the Wildcats will consent
to the change of scene of the
battle, but the following appeared
• • •
in the Spartanburg Herald MonJACK CHANDLER,
Clemson's
day:
star sprinter, is in his home town,
Insert to come
■ • •
Sumter, undergoing an operation
ELON COLLEGE, whose team for appendicitis. All Clemson hopes
will oppose the Tigers Saturday that the operation will be successin the opening game of the Clem- ful and that Jack will soon be back
son season, stole a march on us at his accustomed place Tigertown.

BASKETBALL 'si'fted into
the
sport news columns recently for
the first time this season, with
the announcement of the Georgia
Tech schedule for
this winter.
The Yellowjacket program includes
two games with Clemson, one in
Atlanta on January 9, and one
here on February 14.

• • •

"BULL" LIGHTSEY,... great allsouthern lineman of recent Clemson
teams, is now at Bailey Military
Instititute where he is an instrutor
in English and assistant to Coach
W. D. Haynes. One of the greatest
guards and tackles that ever played for Clemson, "Bull" had the reputation of opening more holes in a
line ;than any other forward in
the South. He visited Clemson recently and viewed the varsity prac-pice.
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ENDIGOTT-JOHNSON GOARANTEED SHOES
ARMY OR DRESS

GLEMSON NOVELTIES
FULL LINE OF STATIONERY
AHLETIG GOODS
WE APRECIATE

YOUR

PATRONAGE

28 Years at Clemson. Come down and Let's Get
Acquainted
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